NEW MODELS!

››› 4.00" (100 MM)
››› 5.13" (130 MM)

Panther Smooth and Powerful
as a Mountain Cat...and as
Close as Your Authorized
HAMMERHEAD MOLE® Dealer
A new design concept in reciprocating head
pneumatic tools from Hammerhead. What can
you expect from a Catamount Piercing tool?
> The world's easiest starting piercing tool.
> Unsurpassed Catamount power for tougher working conditions.
> Exclusive Smart Head Technology reduces tool swim and
performs in the widest range of soil conditions.
> No mechanical spring to wear out or replace. Springs are a
major source of failure in competitive reciprocating head de
signs. No springs in Catamount.
> Easy field serviceability due to HammerHead’s original tailbolt
design.
> Patented Power Port® quarter turn reverse locks into gear
preventing accidental direction change during the bore.
> Redesigned body housing provides better durability and tool
life than any reciprocating head tool you have ever run...and
so easy to start!
> High quality, high production tools that are field serviceable
have been the hallmark of HammerHead piercing tool design.
Catamount piercing tools provide an unmatched level of
production and field servicability.

Call your authorized HAMMERHEAD MOLE® dealer today and ask
for information or a demonstration of a Catamount piercing tool. See the
increased performance for yourself.

ADVANCED DESIGN, ON TARGET RESULTS.

CATAMOUNT PIERCING TOOLS

Longest Warranty
of any Mole

Patented
Debris Free
Tailcone

Lowest Cost
of Ownership

More Power
at 110 PSI

Clamped Rear Anvil
for Easy Maintenance

Patented
Power Port®
Reverse

Field Replaceable
Whip Hose

Original Clamped
Rear Anvil

Don’t settle for imitations. This original and field tested design provides for fast and easy field maintenance, the hallmark of
the entire HammerHead Mole® piercing tool line. Provides 200% more clamp load and is the most secure and proven assembly available.

Composite
Wear Rings

Wear rings eliminate metal to metal contact decreasing wear and offering a sustained level of performance. Made of a specially designed composite, these rings offer a very low coefficient of friction and have a higher abrasion resistance compared
to Teflon® rings used in competitive tools.

Patented
Power Port® Reverse

The patented quarter turn reverse design pneumatically locks into forward and reverse preventing accidental direction
change during the bore.

Patented Debris
Free Tailcone

Designed to eliminate the introduction of debris into the tool body increasing overall production and tool life.

Industry Leading
2 Year Warranty

Protect your investment with two year limited warranty protection on HammerHead Mole piercing tools compared
to just 90 days with the leading competitor.

Patented
Catamount Tools

The world's easiest starting piercing tool with unsurpassed Catamount power for tougher working conditions. One tool,
multiple soil conditions. Exclusive Smart Head Technology reduces tool swim in a wide range of soil conditions.
No mechanical spring to wear out or replace. Springs are a major source of failure in competitive reciprocating head
designs. No springs in Catamount.
Redesigned body housing provides better durability and tool life than any reciprocating head tool you have ever run...and so
easy to start!

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Diameter
in (mm)

Length
in (cm)

Weight
lb (kg)

Air
cfm (L/min)

Tailbolt
Access

Pressure
psi (bar)

Reverse

Blows Per
Minute

2.50" (67) CAT PP DF

2.64 (67)

49.3 (125.2)

50 (23)

31 (878)

4

110 (7.6)

1/4 turn

385

3.00" (75) CAT PP DF

3.00 (75)

50.6 (128.6)

69 (31)

32 (906)

4

110 (7.6)

1/4 turn

370

3.50" (89) CAT PP DF

3.50 (89)

59 (149.9)

99 (45)

53.5 (1,515)

5

110 (7.6)

1/4 turn

367

4.00" (100) CAT PP DF NEW

3.96 (100)

65.8 (167)

148 (67)

65 (1,840)

6

110 (7.6)

1/4 turn

330

4.375" (111) CAT PP DF

4.38 (111)

63.0 (160.0)

180 (82)

86 (2,435)

7

110 (7.6)

1/4 turn

338

5.125" (130) CAT PP DF NEW

5.13 (130)

71.7 (182.0)

257 (117)

160 (4,530)

8

110 (7.6)

1/4 turn

362

Call your authorized HAMMERHEAD MOLE® dealer today and
ask for information or a demonstration of a Catamount piercing
tool. See the increased performance for yourself.
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